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editorial
Welcome to issue 129 of the BASR Bul letin. It
truly is an honour to be shepherding this
publ ication at such an exciting time for the BASR
- and, in different ways, the World. I write this as
America faces the ramifications of its historic
decision, but the UK is hardly in less of a volati le
situation, nor the rest of Europe. But whatever
happens, rel igion is increasingly a part of publ ic
discourse - perhaps surprisingly for those of us
brought up and trained in the secularisation
thesis. Yet curiously, when these conversations
happen in the media, we academics are stil l
largely ignored - something that that was
forceful ly addressed in Martin Stringer’s keynote
at this year’s conference. Perhaps measured
commentary is not what is wanted at present.
Nevertheless, it is needed.

Although the 2016 conference may have been
low-key after recent EASR and IAHR
conferences, it was very eventful in terms of the
BASR and its role - academic, educational ly and
pol itical ly. We launched the new Teaching
Fel lowship (see page 6) and this issue is the first
to feature our rewritten manifesto, as voted
upon at the conference, and which appears in
the marginal ia of the first page. This places us
even more in sol idarity with the scientific and
non-confessional position of the IAHR and other
bodies - something which, if recent attempts to
establ ish a competing European association are
to be taken at face value, should not be taken
for granted.

We are also continuing to make strident moves
to streamline, modernise and professional ise
our branding, Internet presence and
publ ications. As wel l as the improved look of the
Bul letin, the BASR’s journal DISKUS wil l be re-
launched imminently as the Journal of the British
Association for the Study of Rel igions (JBASR),
which wil l remain an open-access journal with no
fees for authors, something the committee feel
very strongly about in the l ight of the
uncertainty surrounding the future of Open
Access, changes to publ isher’s relationships
with authors and the REF 2020. Nor are the
changes to the Bul letin and the websites mere
l ip-service to technological advances. Making
the Bul letin electronic has saved the BASR a
thousand pounds in the first year. That’s two
bursaries to support talented students in a time
of dramatic cuts to funding; more than enough
to pay for the Teaching Fel lowship. We have also
made the Bul letin free to read - because let’s
face it, no-one wil l join the BASR to get the
Bul letin, but you never know, someone might
read the Bul letin and want to join the BASR.
That’s my hope, anyway.

Al l in al l , these things are intended to remind
others of how important the work of the BASR is,
perhaps more than ever.

David G. Robertson, 14/11/2016

www.facebook.com/groups/490163257661189/

twitter.com/TheBASR
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EASR CONFERENCE 2016

The Belgian Association for the Study of Rel igions
(BABEL) and the Faculty of Theology and Rel igious
Studies of the University of Leuven have the
pleasure to invite you to participate in the EASR
2017 Annual Conference, which wil l be at the same
time a Special Conference of the IAHR. The
conference wil l take place 18-21 September 2017 at
Leuven. For more details and practical information,
see the website: http://www.easr2017.com

THE RELIGIOUS STUDIES PROJECT

The Rel igious Studies Project is pleased to announce
that it is now sponsored by the IAHR and the NAASR,
as wel l as the BASR, who have been their sponsors
since shortly after their founding in 2012. The money
wil l be used to further their reach international ly, in
particular to increase the involvement of sholars
from the non-Anglophone world, as wel l to assure
that the podcast continues to remain a free resource
for many years to come. This is further encouraged
by the agreement at the EASR conference in Helsinki,

that the EASR wil l waive fees for two RSP reporters
at future conferences.

JOBS AND AWARDS

The 2016 International Book Prize (Rel igion, General)
was awarded to The Bible in Music. A Dictionary of
Songs, Works and More by Siobhan Dowling Long and
John F A Sawyer (Rowman and Littlefield 2015)
http://www.internationalbookawards.com/2016pres
srelease.html

Prof Douglas Davies was recently made an Honorary
Vice-President of The Cremation Society of Great
Britain (an essential ly non-academic charity) for his
work on cremation and death studies.

Denise Cush was awarded an Honorary Doctorate in
Theology from the University of Uppsala in January
2016, and Honorary Lifetime membership of the
Association of University Lecturers in Rel igion and
Education in October 2016. I wil l also be a member of
the Commission on Rel igious Education reporting in
2018.

news, etc



news, etc
REPORT ON THE TRS-UK AGM, 23 SEPTEMBER
2016, KING’S COLLEGE LONDON

TRS-UK, formerly AUDTRS (Association of University
Departments of Theology and Rel igious Studies), held
its AGM in the former chapel of the Maughan Library,
King’s Col lege Londo between 11.30 and 16.30. Its
current president is Professor Jolyon Mitchel l of the
University of Edinburgh. TRS-UK secretary, Professor
David Clough of the University of Chester, was unable
to attend but the treasurer Dr Sue Yore of York St John
University was present.

Around forty people attended a very ful l and
interesting day. BASR was wel l-represented by several
members. The AGM itself was held at 13.30 but the
day also included three panels with speakers, fol lowed
by questions and discussion. The morning panel ,
‘Building Bridges between TRS in Schools and
Universities’, included panel l ists from educational and
university associations concerned with the teaching
of rel igion or rel igious education, including BASR
member Wendy Dossett of the University of Chester
speaking for the SHAP working group on world rel igions
in education, Dr Bob Bowie speaking on behalf of the
AULRE network for learning, teaching and research in
rel igion and education, Dr Mark Chater representing
the Culham-St Gabriel ’s Trust for rel igious education,
Rudi Lockhart representing the RE Council of England
and Wales and Daniel Hugil l , speaking on behalf of the
National Association of Teachers of Rel igious
Education (NATRE). The second panel , ‘The Past,
Present and Future of Publ ishing in TRS and
impl ications for Impact’, consisted of editors from
Blackwel l , OUP and IB Tauris and gave an informative
overview of their perspectives with special attention
to monographs but (despite the panel title) l ittle direct
discussion of impact. The final panel , ‘Bridge-Building
Between Learned Societies in TRS and the Futures of
TRS in the UK’ consisted in BASR president Dr Steven
Sutcl iffe, BNTS (British New Testament Society)
president Professsor John Barclay and SST (Society
for Systematic Theology) president Professor Karen
Kilby. Each spoke about the recent history and general
orientation of their society, and this triggered a wider
series of brief reports from the floor by
representatives of other societies such as the Society
of Old Testament Studies (SOTS), the British
Association of Jewish Studies (BAJS) and the British
Sociological Association Sociology of Rel igion Study
Group (SOCREL) which had just voted to affi l iate with
TRS-UK. For BASR, Steve Sutcl iffe explained our

support of the EASR executive committee’s critical
response to a proposal to set up a new ‘European
Academy of Rel igion’, and also spoke briefly about our
initiative for a smal l research project on the history of
BASR in the wider context of RS.

There was concern about historical ly low recruitment
of undergraduate numbers: for example, a briefing
paper prepared and circulated by Dr Rachel Muers of
the University of Leeds showed that 1100 TRS
students were recruited in 2014 compared with 3175
in Human Geography, 7285 in Media Studies and 9685
in History, to cite a few broadly comparable discipl ines.
However, it was pointed out that students learn about
rel igion in other subject areas, and this was something
to think about in terms of TRS making a contribution in
those areas. At the same time there appears to be
growing interest in rel igion in schools in England and
Wales. For example, A level RS candidates have risen
significantly in recent years (from around 11,000 in
2003 to 25,000 in 2015), two recent reports had
raised the profi le of the subject in schools (RE for Real ,
Dinham and Shaw 2015, and A New Settlement:
Rel igion and Bel ief in Schools, Clarke and Woodhead
2015) and the Rel igious Education Council for England
and Wales was beginning a two year commission on
rel igious education which wil l report in late 2018.

The AGM itself included discussion on ways of
promoting TRS across the UK (although there was l ittle
hard information available about TRS in Scotland and
Northern Ireland) including an update on the ‘Why
Study TRS?’ brochure. The question of ‘what can TRS-
UK do?’ arose, with suggestions of providing vision and
advocacy, maintaining academic standards in TRS,
publ ic relations and acting as a professional network.
Dr Sue Yore, the treasurer, reported on the finances. A
question arose asking what to do if departments were
unable to pay the membership fee. The response was
that they could sti l l be included in the network.
Towards the end, Dr Jeremy Kidwel l of the University of
Birmingham was elected as the new treasurer.

The unanimous feel ing was that it was very useful to
hold the TRS-UK AGM within a wider day of panels and
discussion, and it was proposed to fol low this pattern
next year. Professor Mitchel l and the TRS-UK
committee were warmly thanked for their hard work in
organising the event.

Suzanne Owen, Leeds Trinity University
Steven Sutcl iffe, University of Edinburgh



Researcher on the History of BASR in the context of Religious Studies in the UK

Introduction

The BASR Executive Committee seeks to appoint a freelance researcher to conduct a pilot research project on the oral and

documentary history of the British Association for the Study of Rel igions. The researcher wil l work under the guidance of

the executive committee and wil l be required to report in person to the AGM and to contribute to a plenary panel on the

history of BASR/Rel igious Studies in the UK at the annual conference in Chester in September 2017.

The project would suit a post-doctoral or early career researcher with sound knowledge of the field of Rel igious Studies who

has experience in qual itative methodologies (ideal ly including interviewing) and in document analysis and archival work. The

researcher must be a member of BASR.

The researcher wil l receive an honorarium in return for their research. We envisage that the work wil l amount to around 175

hours but this wil l be discussed and confirmed with the successful appl icant. Expenses wil l also be available to cover

necessary travel around the UK.

Remit of the research and required outcomes

The remit is to produce an outl ine history of BASR (est. 1954). BASR has publ ished a regular Bul letin for over 60 years (since

2015 in electronic format) and its members and office bearers have included leading scholars in the national and

international study of rel igions. BASR has hosted one IAHR conference (1975) and two EASR conferences (2001, 2013).

We envisage that the research wil l draw on three main primary sources:

1. Oral History interviews with senior figures (active and retired, to be identified) within the UK Rel igious Studies community

2. BASR publ ications: BASR Bul letin 1954-2015 (archived in Bodleian l ibrary, Oxford), Diskus journal (1993-2015), BASR

Occasional Papers

3. Additional archives to be identified, to include the Ninian Smart archive at Lancaster University

The research wil l produce two outputs:

1. an internal publ ication to provide a short documentary history of BASR for members’ information and the Association’s

record, to be written and compiled by the researcher under the supervision of the BASR executive committee.

2. one peer-reviewed journal article, to be co-written with one or more members of the Executive Committee, to explore one

or more central historical and/or discipl inary issues(s) arising from the research.

Honorarium

£3500: to be paid in three instalments – upon appointment (£1000), after conclusion of field and archive visits (£1000), on

del ivery of draft outputs (£1500).

Travel expenses: up to £1500 wil l be available against receipts

Travel expenses wil l be provided in addition to meet BASR Executive Committee representatives for one orientation

meeting at the start of project, and (with conference accommodation included also) to attend Chester in 2017 to report to

the AGM and contribute to a panel on the history of RS in the UK.

Timescale

Deadl ine for appl ication: 12 noon, January 16, 2017

Research period: start date by agreement with BASR Executive, but no later than Apri l 1 2017; completion date of research

activity no later than December 31 2017.

The successful appl icant wil l be required to meet with one or more members of the Executive committee at the outset of

the project to draw up a scheme of research aims and activity, to include names of oral history interviewees, a working

schedule of questions for interviews, and a real istic schedule of time management for visiting archival sources. The

interview procedure wil l go through a university level ethics review.

Two outputs: to be completed in final draft, ready for printing and journal submission respectively, no later than Apri l 1 2018

How to Apply

Please send a short letter of interest plus CV and 2 referees by 12 noon January 16 to Dr Stephen Gregg, BASR Honorary

Secretary: S.Gregg@wlv.ac.uk



British Association for the Study of
Religions Teaching Fellowship

BASR Executive proposes a new Fel lowship for Teaching and Learning for members of the
Association.

1. Teaching Fel lowship to be £300 plus a funded place at BASR Annual conference.
2. Teaching Fel lowship to be instigated for an initial period of 3 years before review by BASR
executive committee.
3. A single Fel lowship to be made annual ly
4. Appl ications or nominations to be sent to BASR Executive Secretary (appl ication form on
BASR website)
5. El igibi l ity – BASR members of over 1 year standing
6. Deadl ine for appl ications or nominations 1st May in each Academic year
7. Appl ications to be submitted in any format up to a maximum of equivalent 3000 words

The foci of appl ications to meet the criteria of excel lence, innovation and transformation of the
student learning experience in the study of Rel igions. Appl ications may include some, but not
necessari ly al l of the fol lowing examples areas of excel lence and types of evidence.

Examples of areas of excellence are:
• impact, national and local , on enhancing pedagogic practice in Rel igious Studies
• publ ications and cutting edge research on teaching and learning in RS
• creative teaching projects for specific modules or across a course
• organisation and evidence for field work, study trips
• innovative course design enabl ing flexible and distributed learning
• transformative projects with profound experiential learning outcomes
• individual excel lence in teaching and learning,
• effective col laborations

Examples of Types of Evidence
• Metrics – course evaluations; impact data
• Publ ications and products
• Citation and reference by other scholars
• Links to publ ic social media
• Reference by col league

Fellowship holders Responsibilities:
1. To present a report at the September conference
2. To write a short article for the ‘Teaching Matters’ section of the Bul letin for either Nov or
May of year fol lowing receipt of Fel lowship.

Application

Appl icants wil l be self-nominated using the form on the BASR website



BASR Annual General Meeting –
13.30-15.00 - 06/09/16

University of Wolverhampton

British Association for the Study of Religions
Registered Charity Number 801567
(Affiliated to the IAHR and EASR)

1. Welcome – SS paid tribute to predecessors.

2. Apologies – Bettina Schmidt, Jim Cox, Ursula King, Mol ly Kady, Douglas Davies.

3. Minutes of the previous AGM – Distributed in Nov bul letin. Proposed (George Chryssides)
and seconded (Marion Bowman) as accurate measure of meeting.

4. Matters arising – None that are not covered in the agenda of this AGM.

5. Presidential Address (Steven Sutcl iffe) – the President noted how proud he was of the BASR
and to be President, as the longest standing association in our subject area. SS noted that he first
came to Wolverhampton in 1995 to give first BSR paper and paid tribute to Terry Thomas and to our
past Presidents. Thanked whole committee personal ly. It was a new committee with a busy year
and they have strived for continuity – SS thanked SG in this regard. SS foreshadowed new initiatives
to be covered in meeting. SS reiterated that BASR is in a strong position – good attendance at
conference in chal lenging funding and time constraints, particularly against funding for single
theme and single tradition conferences.

6. Secretary’s Report (Stephen Gregg) – SG noted that it had been a quiet year on Secretarial
duties; work was focused on transition of banking to new treasurer and then conference
organisation as the host. SG Attended AHA meeting in London in March, with focus on REF and TEF,
which was cascaded to committee. Hosted two BASR Executive meetings at Wolverhampton.
Attended EASR to represent BASR at general Meeting alongside SS. SG has initiated discussion
with Equinox regarding BASR Book Series – ongoing conversation on theme within executive. 14
new BASR members and 1 has left. A major revision of membership l ist is the number one priority
with CC in second year in current roles. Granted 8 bursaries for BASR 2016 – a record amount,
fol lowing 17 appl ications. SG noted that this was proof that BASR is seen as an effective place for
young scholars to become engaged in our wider community.

7. Treasurer’s Report (Chris Cotter) – thanked SG for building up financial resources during his
tenure as Treasurer; now we must plan to spend them to fulfi l our charitable obl igations, whilst
retaining a sensible reserve. CC went through the annual accounts – a ful l copy is attached to these
minutes. As agreed at last AGM, no one off payments for membership anymore, no cheques and ful l
PayPal and automated system now in place. Expenditure sl ightly higher than typical year – this is
explained by the funding of the Rel igious Studies project to go to the EASR, but this wil l not be the
case going forwards as they have ongoing funding with the support of the EASR now. There were
also one-off DOI costs for setup and new annual charge for the Journal . CC noted that the digital-
only bul letin has saved £1000 per year. Kent conference made a modest profit of £170. Dominic
Corrywright asked about conference costs – CC repl ied that ongoing caution wil l be needed, with



regard to rising costs in al l institutions.

8. JBASR Co-ordinating Editor’s Report (Suzanne Owen) – SO noted renaming of the journal –
DISKUS was felt to be outdated and not subject-specific. Committee wished to keep things simple,
hence JBASR. SO noted that the searchable aspect of the onl ine platform was to be improved and
that the edition from the Kent conference would be out very soon. SO wants chairs of panels to
lead on proposing papers for articles or panels for themed editions, and highl ighted that she was
open to guest edited editions and invited people to come forwards. SO was coordinating the
revamping of the international editorial board. SO stressed the importance of Open Access in the
current REF cl imate. SS confirmed DISKUS wil l be archived and accessible.

9. Bul letin Editor’s Report (David Robertson) – lots of changes in last year or two – electronic
format has worked wel l ; colour and hyperl inks now used extensively. No radical changes planned for
now fol lowing recent digital upgrade. DR urged members to write articles or to offer series of
articles, or just ideas for them. DR noted that Teaching and Learning issues, conference reports and
departmental news were particularly welcome. DC asked about analytics of readership on open
access bul letin - DG responded by stating that this would be introduced in col laboration with the
new Web Officer, Claire Wanless.

10. Website and Social Media (Claire Wanless) – CW introduced by SS. CW introduced herself
and highl ighted social media importance and need to develop profi le. New twitter feed – please
fol low. Welcomed suggestions for development.

11. Rel igious Studies Project (David Robertson & Chris Cotter) – now sponsored by IAHR as wel l
as BASR – truly international reach now. Taken over Impl icit Rel igion – more critical approach, new
vision and editorial direction. Guest editing welcome.

12. Teaching and Learning (Dominic Corrywright) – Teaching Matters in bul letin continues, but
need more people to write it for variety. TEF to be addressed in new column soon. DC showed
membership website. DC noted that T&L section working wel l , but wiki section had to be removed
after a bot-attack. DC urged members to use and upload or l ink T&L RS info to CW or DC so that it
can be shared within the community. SS to l iaise with TRSUK regarding hosting of DISCOURSE in
entirety.

13. BASR Teaching Fel lowship (Dominic Corrywright) – DC introduced Fel lowship. (Paper
attached). Jonathan Tuckett asked if it was for work done or to be done – DC confirmed for work
done that can be demonstrated to have made a difference for Rel igious Studies. Details to be
del ivered in ful l in next edition of bul letin.

14. BASR Seed Funding (Steven Sutcl iffe & Chris Cotter) – SS updated on history project – up to
£5000 for freelance researcher to research history of BASR for peer reviewed journal article and
internal pamphlet. Project would look at 1967/8 onwards and include oral interviews with senior
col leagues, archive resources (including the Ninian Smart Archive at Lancaster and the BASR
archive in the Bodlean). The Exec wil l cost the project ful ly to spl it between hours and travel
expenses. SS noted that it was important to know our history to argue our case for our approach to
the study of rel igions, so as to be strong and confident about where we come from and where we
are going. SS invited comments - DC asked about time schedule. SS answered by Christmas. SG
clarified that we are not employing anyone but giving an honorarium for a piece of research. AGM
supported the proposal .



15. Mission Statement – Proposed Changes (Steven Sutcl iffe). SG reminded attendees that
only paid up members could vote on this issue, and that information on this item had previously
been sent out over email as required in the constitution. SG explained that a 2/3rds vote was
required to carry the motion. SS noted that the Executive Committee were ful ly in support of the
change. SS showed sl ides – attached for reference. Eileen Barker asked about the inclusion of the
terms anthropology and psychological – SS responded that he didn’t want a long l ist as he felt these
approaches were covered by the term Social Scientific. DC noted it best to avoid discipl inary titles.
George Chryssides, suggested ‘regular’ bul letin rather than ‘bi-annual ’. Marion Bowman stated same
appl ies to journal – ‘a journal ’. There was a general discussion within the meeting, which concluded
with SS putting to the AGM acceptance of the motion (to include the minor changes on journal and
bul letin wording suggested by Chryssides and Bowman). This was carried unanimously.

16. Logo – Proposed Changes (Claire Wanless & Stephen Gregg). Logo wanted to move away
from geography for pol itical reasons. CW engaged a designer, and CW noted that the committee
had whittled down to two options – comments were invited before a final decision by the Executive.
Angela Jagger noted that people with visual impairments or dyslexic people need to be considered -
Marion Bowman noted the OU has very good guide. Steffi Sinclair suggested the design be checked
for its distinction from the BSA.

17. BASR Conference 2017 (Suzanne Owen) – date and venue confirmed as Chester 4-6
September 2017. Theme to be decided by November and advertised in Bul letin.

18. Any Other Business – Marion Bowman reminded meeting of EASR conference locations in
Belgium, Switzerland, Estonia in next three years. Peggy Morgan noted that she is drafting a piece
for the Bul letin on W.S.F. Pickering who has passed away – he was the last research student of
BASR’s very first president, E.O.James. Eileen Barker updated the meeting on Inform’s funding
crisis after withdrawal of central funding and asked for ideas and support. BASR Committee agreed
to write to the DCLG Minister to support Inform. SS agreed this would be done immediately.

19. Date, time and location of next AGM. Chester Tuesday 5th September 2017.

Meeting ended at 3pm.

BASR TREASURER’S REPORT
YEAR ENDING 15th AUGUST 2016

By Christopher R. Cotter, BASR Honorary Treasurer
at University of Wolverhampton, 6th September 2016

General income for the year was £5,072.



Bank Interest: Negl igible yet again due to historical ly low base rates.

Subscriptions: Sl ight decrease to £3,197. Excludes £120 banked after 15 August 2016. Fol lowing
notice in Bul letin 128 (May 2016) the BASR no longer accepts cheques or one-off payments for
subscriptions, in keeping with point 5 in the BASR Constitution. We are also rational izing our
membership l ist, and seeking to shift al l members on to the correct subscription rates, agreed at
the 2011 AGM.

General expenditure for the year: £7,266 – a decrease of £650 on 2014/15, but sti l l higher than a
‘typical ’ year due to one-off sponsorship of RSP travel to Erfurt, additional Executive Committee
meetings due to committee changeover, and sorting DOI numbers for the journal .
Moving to digital-only Bul letin has saved £1,000, with costs currently minimal and mainly covering
postage of books for review.

Committee expenses are higher than recent years at £3,302. The increase is largely down to
support for the President and Secretary to attend the EASR, representation at meetings of AHA and
AHRC, an additional Executive Committee meeting at Lancaster University in October, and a
Treasurer handover meeting in September.

Bank charges: bank transfer fees (in this case for paying for a reception at IAHR Erfurt) remain high
per-transaction, but amount to a negl igible £19. This should be eradicated in future years due to a
shift this year to paying IAHR and EASR fees via TransferWise.

Insurance remains in place. Two years’ premiums appear in previous accounting period. 2016-17
premium has been paid, and wil l appear in next accounting period.

At last year’s conference the Executive Committee agreed to increase support for the Rel igious
Studies Project to £500 per year. An additional £763 was paid to cover RSP travel costs to Erfurt,
as agreed by the 2014-15 Executive Committee.

The University of Kent-hosted 2015 BASR Conference was a financial success, bringing in a modest
profit of £170.

Bank Accounts: As of August 15th Bank Accounts total led £26,956, a decrease of £2,193 despite
decreased spending. This is largely to be explained by the atypical £2,340 Gift Aid return included in
the previous accounts. We can look forward to this again in future.

Dispersal of ‘excess’ funds: The Executive Committee agree that, as a charity, it is not appropriate
that we accumulate financial assets ‘for the sake of it’. As such, we propose dispersing £5,000
towards producing a history of the BASR (details to fol low), £300 per year plus a free conference
place for a minimum of three years for an annual teaching fel lowship (details to fol low). This sti l l
leaves us with ample funds in place for contingency and ongoing business.

Summary of Financial Position: Overal l , the finances of the BASR are stil l very good with adequate
reserves to ensure our successful continuation. Our healthy bank balance has al lowed the
Executive Committee, with the support of the membership body, to continue investment in
postgraduate bursaries, col laborative research, conference-support and inter-association
networking. Moves to onl ine banking and a digital-only Bul letin, combined with proposals for the
dispersal of funds, should contribute to a vibrant BASR in years going forward.





Rel igious Studies is a relatively young science for
Ukraine. It dates back to 1991 when Ukraine got its
independence, although the tradition of pondering
over national spiritual history was never interrupted.
At times it intensified, and in others, diminished, but
the interest in rel igion (speculative or practical) has
always persisted. With the radical pol itical changes
that led to the col lapse of the Soviet Union and
formation of independent Ukrainian state in the late
1980s/early 1990s, scholars of rel igion had to re-
evaluate the legacy of "over-ideologized" social
science which was characterized by predominantly
negative assessments of rel igion, discriminative
criticism of the rel igious worldview, and continuous
search for "compromat" (incriminating evidence) on
rel igious citizens. Rel igion and church had acquired
new status in the society, paving the way for the
comprehensive study of rel igious phenomenon,
driven by a number of issues.

The first question was - what is Rel igious Studies? A
hol istic science with its specific object of research,
or an interdiscipl inary field of humanities that
col lects and combines knowledge on rel igion from
different sciences (such as philosophy, history,
archaeology, ethnography, etc.)?

The idea of Rel igious Studies as an interdiscipl inary
field was encouraged by the fact that research
scientists had not clearly distinguished the aspect
of human existence in the world which can be
qual ified as rel igious. scientistic scholars are
convinced that rel igion in its functioning extends
beyond the individual l ife. Rel igion yields to doctrinal
and ritual (symbol ic) interpretation; it penetrates into

various spheres of human l ife, sacral izing them.
That's why Rel igious Studies in its subject is much
broader than in its object. This causes the range of
discipl ines in Rel igious Studies to expand and to
differentiate.

Yet the theological vision of the problem, when the
character of being is reduced to the relationship of
man with God who acts as something external to the
human (often in anthropomorphic aspect), or the
notion of human existence as of a suffering being,
and that in the search for clarification of the causes
for this state concludes the existence of higher
determinant, continues to be part of the discourse.
According to these scholars, Rel igious Studies has
its own sui generis object of research, which
distinguishes this science in the structure of human
knowledge. They propose to see the object of
Rel igious Studies as a personal human condition
defined as the state of self-determination in the
world, accomplishment of oneself on the basis of
finding in one's self a connection between the
human with the transcendent.

The discussion isn't over yet. The discussion guides
the preparation of Rel igious Studies curricula for
universities. Ukrainian Rel igious Studies is currently
experiencing discord in naming representative
discipl ines, with some claiming certain exclusivity.
Others include issues that do not have direct
connection with Rel igious Studies, such as
mythology, humanism, esoteric, and so on.
The highest success achieved by the Ukrainian
scholars of rel igion is in the field of history of rel igion
in Ukraine, which was distorted during the tsarist

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT
...IN UKRAINE

features



Russian and Soviet times by Orthodox-imperial istic
or antirel igious approaches. Ukrainian scholars of
rel igion had to master modern theories and
methodologies which in Soviet times were available
only to a few people. As a result, many Ukrainian
historical rel igious works have appeared, including a
ten-volume "History of Rel igion in Ukraine" (1996-
2012) describing the history of pre-Christian
rel igions, the history of Orthodox Christianity,
Cathol icism, Greek-Cathol icism, Protestantism,
Judaism, Islam, new rel igious movements and
churches of the Ukrainian Diaspora.

Today Rel igious Studies in Ukraine has
institutional ized in 3 forms: scientific centers,
educational institutions and NGOs. The most
powerful and wel l-known among scientific centers is
Department of Rel igious Studies (DRS) in the
Academy of Sciences of Ukraine. The largest project
of the Department of Rel igious Studies is the ten
volume work "History of Rel igion in Ukraine" (1996-
2012), and the 2000-page "Rel igious Studies in
Ukraine. Anthology of research in second half of the
twentieth century" publ ished in Moscow in
cooperation with the Russian Academy of Publ ic
Administration. The DRS also publ ishes the fol lowing
periodicals: yearbook "Rel igious Freedom", quarterly
"Ukrainian Rel igious Studies" and the monthly
"Rel igious Panorama".

The scientists at DRS define the fol lowing as a
straightforward scientific achievement of the
Department: the definition of the object and the
subject of Rel igious Studies, the use of
epistemological and anthropological approach to
determining the specifics of phenomenon of rel igion,
identification of general laws of Ukrainian and global
rel igious processes, close examination of features of
a number of rel igious organizations’ creeds and
histories, the study of new rel igious processes in
Ukraine in terms of postmodernism and global ization,
the elucidation of a mechanism of rel igion’s free
existence in society, determining the
correspondence of rel igious and ethnic factors in
social l ife, etc.

In addition to Department of Rel igious Studies, other
research institutions are involved in the study of
rel igions in Ukraine, including the Institute of Pol itical
and Ethnonational Studies of I .F. Kuras, The Institute
of Strategic Research and The Institute of Rel igious
Studies under the Lviv Museum of the History of

Rel igions. Important research is also carried out at
the Kharkiv Inter-Institutional Research Center for
New Religions, in Kyiv Center for Humanities and
Rel igious Studies, and at the Center for Rel igious
Studies and International Spiritual Relations under
Donetsk Institute of Artificial Intel l igence.
Rel igious Studies in Ukraine exists not only as
academic science but also as higher education, with
the primary purpose of training Rel igious Studies
personnel . Currently, several universities across the
country are engaged in training young scholars of
rel igion, including Kyiv National Taras Shevchenko
University (Philosophy Department), National
University "Kyiv-Mohyla Academy" (Humanities
Department), Chernivtsi and Carpathian universities
(Departments of Philosophy), and at Drahomanov
National Pedagogical University (Institute of
Philosophic Education and Science). Every year near
one hundred young people in Ukraine receive
special ists in Rel igious Studies diplomas. The future
of Ukrainian Rel igious Studies depends on their
knowledge, skil ls, and grasp. Unfortunately, the level
of training of future special ists at different higher
education institutions varies greatly.

While training in the specialty "Rel igious Studies",
students gain knowledge in the fol lowing discipl ines
of Rel igious Studies: philosophy of rel igion, sociology
of rel igion, psychology of rel igion, phenomenology of

With the collapse of the
Soviet Union in the late
1980s/early 1990s,

scholars of religion had to re-
evaluate the legacy of "over-
ideologized" social science
which was characterized by
predominantly negative
assessments of religion,
discriminative criticism of
the religious worldview, and

continuous search for
"compromat" (incriminating

evidence) on religious
citizens.
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rel igion, rel igious ethics, history of philosophy,
rel igious philosophy, the history of freethinking, logic,
problems of rel igion's evolution in modern world and
a number of others.

At certain higher education institutions under the
non-core humanities departments they used to
teach Rel igious Studies subjects such as philosophy
(philosophy of rel igion), history (the history of world
rel igions), sociology (sociology of rel igions), cultural
studies (history of rel igions), Asian and African
Studies, and others.

An indicator of Rel igious Studies' development is the
creation and growth of professional associations –
NGO's, societies, unions. At the present time, several
professional associations deal ing with the study of
rel igion operate in Ukraine, with the key organization
being the Ukrainian Association of Researchers of
Rel igion (UARR), establ ished in 1993. It consol idates
over 200 members from almost al l regions of the
country. Their main objectives include: to organize
and to conduct research in the sphere of Rel igious
Studies, to promote professional scholars of rel igion,
and to provide assistance in carrying out various
scientific activities. A Center for Rel igious
Information and Freedom (CeRIF) works
autonomously under the UARR from the year 2000.
Active regional branches of UARR are based in the
relevant departments at a number of Ukrainian
universities, and since 2001 has had a productive
relationship with IAHR.

Establ ished in 2004, the Youth Association for the
Study of Rel igion (YASR) provides consol idation of
young scholars of rel igion in Ukraine. The organization
has conducted a series of scientific conferences for

young scientists, and a number of sociological
studies of rel igion and rel igiosity among youth, and
regular international summer schools.
UARR has also establ ished cooperation with many
Ukrainian rel igious organizations, including the
Ukrainian Orthodox Church of Kyiv Patriarchate,
Ukrainian Autocephalous Orthodox Church, Ukrainian
Greek Cathol ic Church, the Roman Cathol ic Church,
Church of Evangel ical Christians, the Union of
Evangel ical Christians-Baptists, Seventh-day
Adventist Church, a number of charismatic churches
and rel igious centers of Jehovah's Witnesses,
International Society for Krishna Consciousness,
Neo-Pagan organizations, certain Buddhist, Jewish,
and Musl im communities, the Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter-day Saints, and others. The Department
actively cooperates with them under the framework
of Ukrainian Rel igious Liberty Association.

The brief history and current state of the UARR
testifies to the great col lective effort of many
scholars of different generations who are united by
their desire to learn and explore rel igion as a cultural
phenomenon, as a form of spiritual ity, as an
organizational structure, as a system of rituals and
symbols, as a style of l ife of mil l ions of people. We
are open to new topics, to new methodologies, to
new projects with European research centers and
universities.

Read more: Yu. Babinov, L. Fylypovych. 2015. “History
of Scientific Study of Rel igion and Current State of
Rel igious Studies in Ukraine” in Tomáš Bubík, Henryk
Hoffmann (eds.), Studying Religions with the Iron
Curtain Closed and Open: The Academic Study of
Religion in Eastern Europe (Leiden: Bri l l ).
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ADVICE FOR YOUNG SCHOLARS:
TAKING UP YOUR FIRST POSITION

So you’ve finally reached the promised land. . . a few
hours’ teaching a week, five months’ holiday in the
summer, and the rest of the time in our ivory towers

writing books. . .





TEACHING MATTERS :
USING PODCASTS IN TUTORIALS

I t is perhaps not surprising that as one of the
founding editors of the Rel igious Studies Project that
I have a great interest in using technology to improve
pedagogy. As Mark Prensky asserts, “Our students
have changed radical ly. Today's students are no
longer the people our educational system was
designed to teach' (2001, 1); our students are
“digital natives” who have grown up with digital
communications technologies, yet most of the
teachers are “digital immigrants”, and therefore, the
academy has been slow to util ise these technologies
to their ful l potential . This dialectical model is, as
many have noted, an oversimpl ification, yet it is
nevertheless the case we must attempt to use
emergent technologies in our pedagogy if we are to
engage our students ful ly. Mobile technologies, in
particular, offer some very tangible pedagogical
advantages, including increased accessibi l ity,
col laboration and reflexivity (Athanasopoulos 2008),
although there are potential pitfal ls also. This piece
concerns my own experiments with one such
emergent technology - podcasting.

There is no need to go into the technological detail
and history of podcasting here (see Ractham and
Zhang 2006; Mugwanya et al 2011). For our
purposes, we can understand a podcast as “audio
content available on the Internet that can be
automatical ly del ivered to your computer or MP3
player” (Geoghegan and Klass 2005, 5), although
video content is becoming increasingly common.
Such material may then be l istened to on computers,
tablets and phones, meaning it can be interacted
with in a wider range of situations than written
material . Podcasts can also have benefits for
students with learning disabil ities.

Five years ago, when Chris Cotter and I founded The
Rel igious Studies Project (RSP), we felt there was a
need for introductions to the fundamental ideas of
the field that were rel iable, but accessible. Most
tutorial readings are either journal articles or book

chapters, but these can be over-long, often assume
background knowledge of too high a level , and book
chapters often suffer by lacking the theoretical
context of the work as a whole. Encyclopedia entries,
however, general ly lack the depth to provoke
meaningful discussion. The RSP set out to bridge
that gap.

A number of universities have used RSP podcasts in
teaching and learning in a variety of ways (see Tsonis
et al 2014 for details). Here, though, I want to
specifical ly describe using a podcast as a primary
text for tutorial groups. Although RSP podcasts have
been set as additional readings at Edinburgh in the
past, I was one of four lecturers involved in the
planning of the course “Lived Rel igion” in 2014-15,
and was able to set an RSP podcast as the primary
text. My questions were, first, How would students
respond to the different format? How was the length,
and level of discussion? In what ways was it more or
less useful than a traditional reading? What could be
improved? I asked my col leagues who were running
other tutorials to feed back to me, and the results
were il luminating and somewhat surprising.

The students unanimously enjoyed the format, with
some expressing that they found a podcast easier to
fit into their schedule than a traditional reading. Many
said they found the ideas easier to understand when
they heard them explained by the academic
personal ly. It was also noted that this humanised the
academic, which also helps to level out differences
of perceived status. Tutors reported that the
discussion was just as engaged and animated as at
other times.

Predictably, there were issues with technology. A
handful of students emailed to say that they couldn’t
get the l ink in the syl labus to work. It did, and I
checked several times, but this was time consuming
for myself and the students. This suggests to me
that the assumption that al l students are necessari ly
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digital ly fluent is perhaps incorrect. We also need to
make sure the file is available as easily as possible -
for example, the URL given on the prospectus worked
wel l when the prospectus was accessed
electronical ly, but less so when on paper.

Surprising, however, was that almost al l of the
students spel led the names of the various scholars
discussed wrongly in their tutorial reports,
suggesting that few made the effort to check. This is
worrying, as it suggests they were l istening
uncritical ly (though that is often the case with
traditional readings also), and that they were not
using the time saved to research further. More
constructively, however, it underl ined that we need
to put al l of this material with the podcast, in the
form of l inks to the relevant people's institutional
pages or publ ications.

My conclusion, therefore, was that there is a place
for using podcasts in the classroom, but with
caveats. I suggest that they are particularly useful
for first and second year students, as they al low
complex ideas to be explained in a clear, personable
and concise way, making foundational concepts more
accessible for students with a wide range of
chal lenges. For honours level students, however, they
are best given as additional material , and to speed up
research whenever they come across a concept,
methodology or scholar that they are otherwise
unfamil iar. For the format to work best for both
students and teachers, thought needs to be given to
ensuring access is easy, and that additional material
is provided. As T&L interfaces inexorably move onl ine,
I feel that there wil l increasingly be a place for
podcasts alongside traditional readings.
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AFE ADOGAME (ED.) THE PUBLIC FACE OF AFRICAN
NEW RELIGIOUS MOVEMENTS IN DIASPORA:
IMAGINING THE RELIGIOUS “OTHER”. ASHGATE, 2014.

This edited volume explores
the expressions and
representations of African new
rel igious movements (ANRMs)
and Africa-derived rel igions
within Africa and diaspora
communities. In the
introduction Afe Adogame
notes the scantiness of
scholarly research on ANRMs
and problematizes the fact
that their publ ic
representation in host
societies has been dominated
by journal istic accounts which
have tended to be
sensational ist and
stereotyped. He envisions the
volume as a counterbalancing
act that can reveal the more
nuanced impl ications of these
movements for their members
and diaspora societies, as wel l as shed l ight on the
processes behind their emergence and expansion in
the transnational context.

A reference point for the current volume is that
ANRMs have substantively prol iferated in recent
years and have resulted in a rel igious plural ity that
creates room for the contestation of establ ished
norms and the reinvention of both subjective and
col lective identities. In l ight of this plural ity, it is
important to note the rationale for grouping them al l
together. According to Adogame, ANRMs can be
defined as non-mainstream rel igions which have

emerged within the local African context and the
African diaspora, particularly since the dawn of the
twentieth century. These need not be defined by
“the novelty of their ideologies, original ity of bel iefs,
practices, pol ity and ethos” (p.5) but deserve a

separate categorisation as
they emerged at the fringe of
Africa’s more mainstream
rel igious traditions and have
acquired wider social
relevance. These new forms
include African Initiated
Churches (AICs), African
Pentecostal charismatic
movements, forms of Sufi
and Wahhabi Islam, and Islam-
influenced spirit bel ief
systems. This conceptual
framework is outl ined in the
introduction, which
incorporates a
historiographical overview
and a note on the genealogy
of academic thought around
ANRMs.

The rest of the volume is
comprised of thirteen studies by different
contributors. I cannot possibly do justice to their
heterogeneity and depth, but it may be useful to
highl ight their geographical , methodological and
thematic diversity. The studies cover a wide gamut
of African and diaspora societies, including Nigeria,
Senegal , the Democratic Republ ic of the Congo,
Brazil , Britain, the United States, Canada, Sweden,
Germany, France, and China. Among cases analysed
are Pentecostal Churches, Black Jewish
communities, Africa-derived charismatic churches,
and African forms of Sufi Islam. Ethnography,
historiography, and discourse analysis comprise the
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dominant methodological approaches. A number of
studies analyse the emergence, media
representations and self-portrayals of ANRMs, and
how they or their members position themselves in
relation to home/diaspora societies (Bettina
Schmidt, Abel Ugba, Laura Premack). Asebe Regassa
and Meron Zekele’s study of the Irrecha ritual among
the Oromo in the global diaspora uniquely interfaces
the ritual ’s emergence and representation with
pol itical struggles for self-determination. Other
authors focus more on how new rel igious centres
interact with mainl ine traditions in host societies and
how they navigate often hostile social , cultural and
legal environments to cater both to their African and
non-African bel ievers (Heidi Haugen, Anne Kubai,
Garnet Parris). Yet another study type explores the
impl ications of these rel igions’ unresolved status in
host countries for the personal and professional
advancement and social integration/exclusion of
their individual members (Aurél ien Mokoko Gampiot
and Cècile Coquet-Mokoko, Janice McLean-Farrel l ,
Géraldine Mossière).

More unusual contributions include Henrietta
Nyamnjoh’s study of the role of Sufi spiritual ity and
rel igious personnel (marabouts) in the boat migration
from Senegal , and Babatunde Adedibu’s examination
of witchcraft accusations in Black Majority Churches
in Britain within the wider framework of Pentecostal
heal ing and del iverance theology. Israel Olofinjana’s
historical discussion of Nigerian Pentecostal
Churches in Britain also interestingly outl ines how
one church’s prosperity theology intersects with
behavioural norms encouraged by a consumerist,
capital ist society. I would observe that theology is
approached in most studies from the perspective of
discursive deployment or individual experience, but
analyses l ike Adedibu’s al low some insight also into
more of the theological underpinnings. The studies
cumulatively provide rich descriptive and analytical
material to meet the aims outl ined in the
introduction: to reveal ANRMs’ provenance and
patterns of emergence, bel ief systems and ritual
practices, publ ic/civi l roles, group definitions, publ ic
perception and responses, patterns of
segregation/exclusion, organisational and
hierarchical structures, gender dimensions, and
impl ications of intersection between diaspora and
host society groups (p.18). However, the lack of a
concluding chapter means that the volume ends
somehow abruptly, and it is left to the reader to
extrapolate more theoretical impl ications for the

ANRMs category.

The omission of the individual contributors' own
identities and background in relation to the
communities of research is a striking l imitation in my
view. As one exception, Israel Olofinjana takes his
rel igious identity into consideration and relates it to
his research, most l ikely because he aims the study
to be “a critical evaluation of my church background”
(p.233). I bel ieve that readers would achieve a better
contextual isation of the information presented if al l
authors clarified their relationship to their respective
research communities and offered more insight into
their previous exposure to the faith they researched.
I would also have found it helpful to hear more about
how contributors who employed ethnographic
methodologies navigated inevitable power
hierarchies within their research communities and
especial ly between researcher and participants.
These observations do not aim to question the value
of the contributions, but to emphasise that study
findings should be best read with knowledge of the
epistemological and power positional ity of the
researcher.

Another aspect that I found problematic relates to
terminology and typology. In the introduction
Adogame states that the term ANRMs is preferable
from the historical ly loaded characterisations ‘sect’
or ‘cult.’ What I am not clear about is whether this
alternative name avoids the imperial habit of
classifying the ‘other’ that Adogame aims to reverse:
does grouping non-mainstream rel igious expressions
under an umbrel la term facil itate understanding
them in their own terms? In addition, it is not
explained to what extent this ‘naming’ agrees with
bel ievers’ own self-identifications. To cite one
example, would the Oromo who perpetuate the
Irrecha ritual in the diaspora conceive and describe
themselves as members of a ‘rel igious movement’?
In many of their testimonies emphasis was put on
the practice’s cultural value and symbol ic power,
embedded in wider concerns of national ist struggle. I
do not doubt that Irrecha is an indigenous rel igio-
cultural practice, but should it be subsumed in the
conceptual category of a ‘rel igious movement’?

A similar, more typological , question can be raised for
other case-studies in the volume. The Amharic-
speaking church that Anne Kubai researched in
Sweden seemed to be innovative in both doctrinal
and l iturgical aspects, despite the female founder’s
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close l inks to the mainl ine Ethiopian Orthodox
tradition. On the other hand, the Eritrean Orthodox
Tewahedo ministries that Garnet Parris studied in
Germany seemed to continue under the Eritrean
Orthodox Tewahedo Church at home, retaining
traditional doctrine, theology and l iturgy. Parris
considered them relevant to this study because
“they are churches rooted in the continent of Africa”
(p. 276) and the product of migration, but are these
sufficient reasons to consider missions of long-
establ ished rel igious systems in the same
conceptual category with more idiosyncratic
expressions such as Kubai’s Salem Church? As a
non-expert, I would have found it helpful to hear
more on how the ‘new’ and the ‘mainstream’ rel igions
are imagined to intersect within the ANRMs umbrel la
term.

Besides such conceptual
subtleties that could have
been elaborated further in the
introduction and synthesised
in a conclusion, I would
venture that the individual
studies’ unique insights on
the sociological impl ications
of rel igious communities in
diverse environments make
the volume especial ly
resourceful for students and
researchers who are keen on
more social scientific (as
opposed to phenomenological
or theological) interpretations
of rel igious experience.

Romina Istrati i , University of
London (SOAS)

CHRISTOPHER PARTRIDGE. MORTALITY AND MUSIC:
POPULAR MUSIC AND THE AWARENESS OF DEATH.
BLOOMSBURY, 2015.

Mortal ity and Music: Popular Music and the
Awareness of Death by Christopher Partridge is
probably best described as either a sociological ly
inflected philosophical text or a philosophical ly
inflected sociological text that uses popular music
as its vehicle of discussion. The book is wide-
ranging, exploring topics such as bereavement,

depression, suicide, violence, gore and fans’
responses to the deaths of musicians; it is a
meditation on our individual and societal awareness
of death. Ultimately, it argues that popular music’s
treatment of death and dying is social ly and
cultural ly significant.

Partridge’s discussion begins with the observation
that ours is a death-denying society that, on the one
hand, avoids reflecting on personal extinction but, on
the other hand, is obsessed with its inevitabil ity.
How this simultaneous repulsion and attraction
manifests in the attitudes, rituals, institutions, and
industries related to death is deeply embedded in
the modern project of the individual , secular self.
Partridge identifies rel igion’s ‘theologies of a future
state’ (e.g. heaven and hel l) as denials of death,
wherein the prospect of personal extinction is the

material from which the
prospect of an afterl ife or
reincarnation is created. The
common denominator
underlying ‘secular’ and
‘sacred’ ways of deal ing with
death is that we cannot
imagine not existing, because
it requires imagining the
absence of experience.

For Partridge, the myriad
strategies by which we try to
comprehend the absurdity of
death are apparent in the rich
variety of ways that musicians
and l isteners approach
mortal ity through popular
music. The book builds on two
ideas, affective space and
transgression, that he has
developed in previous work

such as The Lyre of Orpheus: Popular Music, the
Sacred and the Profane (2014). Anyone for whom
music has provided a moment of escape, a bit of
nostalgia or an opportunity to l ive a ‘new’ identity wil l
instinctively understand what affective space is;
through music, we experience times, places and
emotions far removed from our corporeal real ity. For
example, song lyrics can function as symbol ic
reminders – Partridge l ikens them to momento mori –
of our mortal ity that become meaningful within the
affective spaces that music creates. In other words,
songs about death can provide spaces within which



we experience the unknowable real ity of non-
existence from a safe remove.

Partridge develops his second theme, transgression,
by focussing on the dialectic between culture and
(sub)culture. Al l cultures (sub- or otherwise) are
organized around and defined by ideas of pure and
impure, sacred and profane. For example, Partridge
observes that, while the (fake) blood-splattered
displays and gory lyrics of musicians l ike Al ice
Cooper are often considered ‘shocking’, the imagery
deployed is very similar to, and often directly inspired
by, Christian injunctions such as the cal l to be
‘washed in the blood of Christ’ or ‘bathed in the blood
of the Lamb’. Thus, the articulation of death and
decay in both Western popular music and
Fundamental ist rel igious cultures is rooted in
Christian theological constructions of the sacred
and profane. While popular music may be understood
as ‘transgressive’ of the ‘mainstream,’ it must also
be considered in relation to power, partial ly over the
abil ity to define oneself. According to Partridge,
through transgression, many popular music
subcultures offer ‘l iminal ’ youths opportunities to
form identities over and against mainstream society
(41). Popular music is a threat to the sacred centre –
so it is no wonder that conservative rel igion is
concerned about it. Yet subcultures also have a
‘sacred centre’ that must be vigorously protected
from the mainstream. If l iminal cultures are those
that exist on the periphery of the mainstream, but
derive their identities in relation to the ‘mainstream’,
then the ‘death chic’ of many music subcultures can
be seen as a way to establ ish a sacred centre and
pol ice the wal ls between them and the ever-present
threat of being absorbed into the mainstream (think
punk and hip hop).

Musicological ly minded readers wil l immediately ask:
‘What are we defining as “popular music”’? Partridge
draws from an impressive array of songs, artists, and
genres (his discography is five pages long), including
The Kingston Trio, Johnny Cash, 50 Cent and Cannibal
Corpse, but confines the discussion to music
general ly thought of as ‘Western’. This is important in
that it gives him ample evidence to show the how
Western Christian ideas have influenced the
articulation of death and dying. It also means that,
while most readers wil l recognize only a fraction of
the bands and songs he uses as examples, they wil l
be able to relate his argument to something famil iar.
(An added bonus to reading this book is that it

introduced me to several bands and music
subcultures I ’d never heard of. While I can’t say I
particularly enjoy the music of the Chilean doom folk
metal band Uaral , for example, the fact that I can now
refer to their 2005 album ‘Sounds of Depression’ in
conversation has done wonders for my own
(sub)cultural capital).

Mortal ity and Music is a book that is not easily
categorised. It doesn’t sit comfortably within
Sociology, Rel igious Studies or Popular Music
Studies, but would certainly be of interest to
scholars of any or al l these fields. It is original ,
engagingly written and ful l of ideas to consider
careful ly; it is a book that should be read twice, but
you won’t mind doing so.

Tom Wagner,
University of Edinburgh

BERG-SØRENSEN, ANDERS. CONTESTING
SECULARISM: COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVES.
ASHGATE, 2013.

There is a growing body of l iterature exploring ideas
that are variously referred to as: “post-secularism,”
“the post-secular,” and “multiple secularisms.” For
scholars interested in rel igion, secularism, and
secularization, it can be chal lenging to find a good
summary of these ideas, particularly a summary that
is concise and intel l igible. Contesting Secularism
offers such a summary, though as is often the case
with edited volumes, the qual ity of the chapters is
varied. Some of the chapters are great; others less
so.

The book is made up of nine chapters, plus an
introduction. The introduction and the first four
chapters examine what is meant by “post-secular”
and “multiple secularities.” The remaining five
chapters offer specific examples of the different
ways that secularism can be manifest, covering wel l-
trod territory when it comes to secularism like the
US, the UK, and French laïcité, but also areas of the
world where secularism is less commonly discussed
l ike Iran, Turkey, and India. This structure for the book
is actual ly quite helpful as the first four chapters
argue somewhat compel l ingly that secularism can
manifest itself in multiple ways and the remaining
five chapters provide specific data to support this
claim.



For readers unfamil iar with the basic ideas behind the
“post-secular” or “multiple secularisms,” the
argument may best be il lustrated using a
comparison. Democracy, or government by the
people through some form of elective system, is not
manifest the same way in every country around the
world or even the same in different parts of a single
country. In the US, the majority takes al l model has
led to a two-party system, whereas in the UK and
India, seats in parl iament are based on the proportion
of the vote received by each party, al lowing for multi-
partied systems. The party that receives the most
votes takes the lead in choosing the Prime Minister,
often through a coal ition of parties. Al l three
countries are democratic, but how democracy is
manifested in each of these countries is sl ightly
different (e.g., the UK has Lords Spiritual , but those
positions don't exist in India's governing bodies, the
Rajya Sabha and Lok Sabha).
Rather than fol low this
approach and simply recognize
that countries that general ly
model their governments on the
principles of democracy are al l
democratic countries (or, I
guess, “democracies”) scholars
interested in the many ways
that secularism manifests itself
around the world have
introduced new and confusing
terms l ike: “post-secular” or
“multiple secularisms.” Al l that
is real ly meant by “multiple
secularisms” is that the
relationship between rel igion
and the state is different in
different countries. The phrase
“post-secular” means that,
rather than assuming rel igion
wil l die out, which is reflective of secularization
theory circa 1900 or maybe even 1950, some
scholars want to make it clear that rel igion is sti l l
around and is continuing to influence pol itics.
Rel igion, of course, has long influenced government
and the law in many nations and cultures, and while
some scholars did suggest that it's influence would
disappear, just l ike they said rel igion would disappear,
it turns out that rel igion is sti l l influential . I 'm not
sure this fact is worthy of new terminology, but
someone thought so.

The introduction, by Anders Berg-Sørensen, does a

decent job laying out the aims of the volume and
explaining what is meant by “post-secular” and
“multiple secularisms,” and details why there is
debate over these issues. Rajeev Bhargava's
chapter tackles the idea that there are multiple
secularisms. Unfortunately, the chapter begins with
some rather fal lacious claims about the non-
existence of secularization around the world, but
then provides a very clear, cogent explanation of
what is meant by “multiple secularisms” and does a
good job explaining why thinking about secularism as
a “plural” is important.

Veit Bader's chapter contrasts l iberal democracy
with secularism. The argument is that there are
ideals that any l iberal democracy should strive for,
and those ideals aren't necessari ly the ideals of
secularism or secular states. In some ways the

chapter is a critique of
secularism, but it also seemed
to be more of a critique of
immoral states, since
secularism is not impl icitly
moral or immoral . Additional ly,
Bader seems to argue that the
ideal should be l iberal
democracy, not a secular
state, but doesn't ever note
that secularism is much more
l ikely to work with l iberal
democracy than is, for
instance, a Cathol ic, Buddhist,
or Musl im theocracy. Final ly,
Bader's chapter has a subtle
undertone to it – one that I
think is driving much of the
interest in the idea of the
“post secular” – that rel igious
people should have a voice in

important discussions, from pol itics to ethics to
science. This position is a bit ironic, considering
rel igion has long dominated such discussions. But it
also seems to be a position coming from the
perspective of those who have been the hegemons
feel ing l ike they are losing their hegemony, and are
now crying out about their impending equal ity. I have
l ittle sympathy for the cries of fal l ing hegemons. If
what they have to offer for these discussions is
increasingly irrelevant and anachronistic, why should
they be part of these discussions?

Tariq Modood's chapter on Islam and secularism is



very clear and makes compel l ing arguments about
how Musl ims are and should be treated (i .e. , similar to
other minority groups). Some of the arguments in
the chapter seemed to extended a bit too far. For
instance, Modood argues that being Musl im is no
different from being female or black, which equates
an ideology with (mostly) biological features.
Certainly there is mal leabil ity and fluidity with both
gender and race, just l ike there is fluidity with
rel igion, but there are differences of both degree and
kind. Changing one's race is virtual ly impossible since
it is largely determined by others. Changing one's
gender is difficult, though not impossible, while
changing one's biological sex is extremely
chal lenging. Changing one's rel igion ranges from
insignificant (e.g., raised a nominal Angl ican) to
difficult (e.g. , raised a devout Mormon), unless that
person l ives in a non-secular state, where such
changes aren't permitted (a point Modood
conveniently ignores). Thus, to equate rel igion – a
voluntary identification in secular democracies – with
gender or race seems to minimize the chal lenges
racial and gender minorities face. Modood concludes
that the answer to Islam in the modern secular state
is integration, not isolation. That idea is good in
theory, but in practice, who else gets a seat at the
table? How are seats al loted? Do Scientologists get
one? Mormons? Jehovah's Witnesses? What about
other new rel igious movements? Or is Modood's
argument tied to size, making it inherently
discriminatory? Modood's arguments and critics of
secularism are insightful , but some of the suggested
paths forward are less so.

Rosi Braidotti 's chapter was, for me at least, very
difficult to understand. The aim was to bring
feminism into discussion with secularism, but I think
I missed much of the nuance given the quite opaque
writing style. From what I could gather, Braidotti
takes a post-modern, deconstructivist approach to
al l truth claims and uses this to argue that science
and secularism are not superior to rel igion and
theocracy. Is it new school or old school for me to
suggest that there may, in fact, be some ways of
knowing and some ways of organizing society that
appear to be objectively superior to others based on
demonstrable benefits? Of course, whatever
measures are used to determine what is “superior”
wil l be subjective, which means demonstrable
benefits (e.g., fewer kids dying from measles,
mumps, and rubel la; people getting to choose their
pol itical leaders) are not actual ly demonstrable or

beneficial . In which case, I guess we should just let
the dictators stay in power and let the kids die.. .

The remaining chapters il lustrate variations of
secularism in the US (Rogers M. Smith; a very good
chapter arguing against the “post-secular” idea),
Britain (Linda Woodhead), France (John R. Bowen; a
superbly written and wel l-argued chapter), Turkey
and Iran (El izabeth Shakman Hurd), and India (Thomas
Blom Hansen). For the most part, I found these
chapters lucid and compel l ing. After reading them, I
felt this volume contained sufficient information to
convincingly argue that secularism is manifest in
many ways around the world.

However, I 'm stil l not convinced after reading this
book that there is any util ity to the terms “post-
secular” or “multiple secularisms.” Conceptual ly,
both ideas are correct: rel igion continues to
influence pol itics as it long has (i .e. , the manifest
meaning of post-secular; the latent one is the cry of
the deposed hegemons) and there are many ways in
which secularism manifests itself around the world
(i .e. , multiple secularisms). But I don't see how
introducing new, confusing terms helps the scholarly
community move forward in thinking about these
ideas. Rather, in the case of the post-secular, this
seems like a pretentious flourish; as though adding
“post” onto something makes that person sound hip,
cool , or meta. This may have worked the first time it
was done, but now it's a red herring. In the case of
multiple secularisms, I think this is already impl icit in
the idea of secularism. Despite the many citations in
the various chapters, I don't bel ieve any of the
authors can point to Scholar X who said, “There is
only one form of secularism; anything not identical to
that form is not secularism.” In a sense, then,
arguing that there are “multiple secularisms” is
arguing against a strawman that there is only a single
form of secularism.

Overal l , Contesting Secularism is a fine volume. As is
often the case with edited volumes, some chapters
are stronger than others, but the goal of the volume
– to il lustrate the many ways in which secularism
manifests itself around the world – is achieved.
Reommended to scholars interested in this new
perspective.

Ryan T. Cragun
The University of Tampa



MODERNITIES, MEMORY AND MUTATIONS: GRACE
DAVIE AND THE STUDY OF RELIGION, EDITED BY ABBY
DAY AND MIA LÖVHEIM, 2015, ASHGATE, FARNHAM
AND BURLINGTON, VT, ISBN:978-1-4724-3617-7

Grace Davie has not only made a highly significant
contribution to the sociology of rel igion, but has also
consistently supported the work of others and the
building up of the field. Often much of what she has
said and written has resonated not just with those
within academia but also within the churches and the
‘general ly interested’; she is an academic who is not
only knowledgeable but also accessible to a wider
audience. This is a welcome opportunity to review a
book whose contributors
engage with different aspects
of her work.

The three concepts l isted in the
title summarise some of the key
themes which have preoccupied
Davie through her career.
‘Modernities’ (see chapters by
Martin and Possamai for
example) captures her
engagement with the
complexities of the relationship
between modernity and rel igion.
Context is key to understanding
how we have come to l ive in a
world of not one but multiple
modernities, she argues.
‘Memory’ captures her attention
to the social and cultural role of
rel igion in European societies,
important here being her insistence on paying proper
attention to the place of rel igion in a country’s
history and col lective memory. This theme is wel l
represented by Danièle Hervieu-Léger in a chapter
which compares Engl ish toleration and even benign
indifference to rel igion with French laïcité as
different manifestations of the same
dechristianisation of (western) Europe and how
these came about. ‘Mutations’, reflected across al l
the chapters, encompasses the complexities of
change in contemporary rel igion, a process that is far
from predictable , given that modernity is an ever
evolving social and cultural process.

Seventeen academics have contributed to this
three-part volume. What fol lows can only be a
sample, therefore, rather than an exhaustive l ist of

contents. In the foreword Linda Woodhead sees
Davie straddl ing the boundary between the old
theory-driven approach to the sociology of rel igion
and the newer, which is more problem-orientated.

‘Themes’, the first part, introduced by James
Beckford, draws attention to various useful tools
which Davie has offered us to think about rel igion.
One is the comparative approach, as instanced in
Hervieu-Léger’s chapter. Another is the need for
rel igious l iteracy among the ordinary publ ic and even
lacking among some liberal intel lectual el ites, argues
Davie. This is taken up by Adam Dinham who also
aims to educate those in publ ic and private

institutions about the pressing
need for rel igious issues to be
taken into account when
pol icies are being formulated.
An equal ly important, if less
discussed, aspect of Davie’s
influence, claims Matt Francis in
his chapter on some of her
former students, is her
encouragement of younger
and/or newer researchers to
the discipl ine.
‘Theories’, the second part,
asks about both their
provenance and influence on
how scholars approach the
contemporary scene.
‘Understanding this thing we
cal l rel igion requires
conversations across
generations of scholars,

something Davie has model led in extraordinari ly
fruitful ways’ (75), according to Nancy Ammerman
who writes the foreword to this section. Davie has
also col laborated with col leagues across different
discipl ines and cultures, hence is wel l placed to offer
new perspectives on the origin of theories and their
usefulness in particular contexts. Douglas Davies
who has worked with Davie on European projects
concerning aspects of welfare, rel igion and values,
has chosen to reflect both sociological ly and
anthropological ly, on the Utøya Island massacre in
Norway in 2011. Drawing out connections between
ideas, language, rel igious bel iefs, emotion, identity
and values and their embodiment in forms of publ ic
ritual and judicial process as response to tragedy, he
concludes that our l ives are subject to both the
rational and the mystical , the latter in the sense of



that which promotes our flourishing.

‘Trends’, the third section, introduced by Rebecca
Catto, reflects Davie’s interest in the new roles
rel igion is increasingly being cal led upon to play in
the changing welfare structure of contemporary
Europe and the law, particularly that on human rights.
Bäckström wonders how we wil l apply her wel l
rehearsed concepts of ‘bel ieving’ and ‘belonging’ in
the increasingly multi-ethnic, multi-rel igious
communities which characterise much of
contemporary Europe and particularly with regard to
welfare. He cal ls for a research programme that
includes the construction of a future sustainable
(glocal) welfare society comprising differing rel igious
bel iefs. Al l the more pertinent, we might argue, given
the thousands of newly arrived refugees and
migrants from the Middle East and elsewhere stil l
entering western Europe.

Fokas examines the differences between the US
Supreme Court and the European Court of Human
Rights in deal ing with rel igious questions, through
two particular case studies, bearing in mind what
Davie and others have referred to as the messiness
of l ived rel igion where boundaries between the
rel igious and secular may be fluid. Fokas concludes
from her case studies that if societies, whether
American or European, cannot be defined absolutely
as secular or rel igious neither can their courts.

The usefulness of the ‘bel ieving’ and ‘belonging’
concepts (regardless of the preposition between
them) is demonstrated in several other chapters
along with Bäckström; see those by Sakaranaho in
‘Themes’, Day in ‘Theories’ and Pessi in ‘Trends’ for
example. In a 2007 publ ication Davie preferred the
term ‘vicarious rel igion’, although has more recently
(2015) also revisited her earl ier concept of ‘bel ieving
without belonging’. Col l ins-Mayo asks to what
extent vicarious rel igion resonates with the younger
generations and opens up a newer avenue of
research on what exactly the cultural memory
impl ied in vicarious rel igion might mean to younger
people.

Final ly, it’s worth mentioning a suggestion Davie
makes in her own afterword. ‘It is increasingly
difficult to maintain the levels of activity required of
an academic both to launch a career and to acquire
promotion, and at the same time to sustain the care
of children or elderly parents in the way many of us

would l ike to’ (219), she writes. There may be
variable solutions to this dilemma but ‘is it’ she asks,
‘unthinkable for a department to keep a job open for
five years during what might be termed “extended
maternity leave”?’ Explaining one possible way this
might work in practice, she posits the idea that the
‘carer/academic’ produce one significant
contributory piece of work a year to the department;
this would demonstrate seriousness about
remaining within the field but also add to the
department’s research profi le as a whole. Davie
herself was enabled to do something along these
l ines while caring for her three children. We might
wel l ask how many good researchers have had to
give up when forced to choose between the
demands of care and a ful l blown career, through lack
of suitable arrangements.

Whether one agrees or not with the various
conclusions Davie has come to over a distinguished
career, it can hardly be doubted that her contribution
to the discipl ine is extensive and has proved a
fruitful source of ideas for scholars (including this
reviewer) with which to think about the nature of
contemporary rel igion(s). The possibi l ities are by no
means exhausted in this volume, as the editors
acknowledge, but it is to be recommended for its
timely examination of a wide variety of contemporary
issues raised by Davie’s work.

Janet Eccles,
Lancaster University
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obituary

Reverend Dr Wil l iam Stuart Frederick (Bil l ) Pickering
was a l iving l ink for BASR members as the last
research student of our first President, Professor
E.O. James who presided from 1954 til l he died in
1972. In BASR Bul letin 31 June-July 1980 pp. 7-11
(reprinted in Bul letin 98 March 2003 pp. 13-15), Bi l l
wrote a piece entitled Edwin Ol iver James, Some
Personal Reminiscences and Reflections. The 1980
piece fol lows contributions by D.W. Gundry
(Leicester) and E.G. Parrinder (London) on the
beginnings of what is now BASR. In Bil l ’s piece he
records that it was James, then at King’s Col lege,
London, who set him on the path of the sociology of
rel igion which was ‘virtual ly unheard of’ but ‘the
subject that was going to be developed in the future’.
Bi l l also wrote more ful ly on E.O. James for the New
National Oxford Dictionary of Biography
After leaving Grammar School and serving as a radio
mechanic with the RAF in India during the Second
World War, in 1951 Bil l completed ordination as a
priest in the Church of England, serving as Cleave-
Cockeri l l Fel low and Tutor in Theology at King’s
Col lege, London from 1953-1956 where he went on
to complete a doctorate on lay church-goers in 1958
under E.O. James. He later taught sociology at St
John’s Col lege, Winnipeg, Canada where he worked
on the Hutterite communities and in the Department
of Sociology at Newcastle on Tyne from which he
retired in 1987.

Bil l became an association member in 1956, two
years after the Association, which was then the
British Section of IAHR, was founded and has often
contributed to its activities. He came to our 40th
anniversary conference in Bristol in 1994, and gave

the final paper, which is printed as BASR Occasional
Paper 12 Locating The Sacred: Durkheim, Otto and
Some Contemporary Ideas. In 2002 he gave a paper
at the annual conference in Roehampton and Paul
Tremlett has written below more ful ly of his meeting
with him on that occasion and his contribution to
Durkheimian Studies. It is for his work on Durkheim
that he has become best known. It was his initiative
in 1991 that the British Centre for Durkheimian
Studies was set up and he was its secretary and
organised and hosted many conferences on themes
related to its focus at the Maison Française in Oxford
where the Centre was located in what is now the
School of Anthropology and Museum Ethnography. I
often saw him when he was visiting Oxford from his
home in Coton, Nr. Cambridge, where his academic
base was Wolfson Col lege and wil l miss those
informal encounters. He was usual ly wheel ing or
riding a very old bicycle and wearing a very French
beret. He was always cheerful and sociable with a
warm friendl iness and interest in people and what
was happening in the academic world. His
contribution to Durkheimian Studies and the
furthering of Anglo-French academic co-operation
was marked in 2007 when he was invested as an
Officier in l ’Ordre des Palmes Académiques, awarded
by the French Government and marked at a
ceremony at the Maison Française in Oxford.

Peggy Morgan
Mansfield Col lege, Oxford
Honorary President BASR 2000-2003

Revd. Dr W.S.F. (Bil l ) Pickering
29th January 1922 – 23rd May 2016
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Durkheim Studies and
W. S. F. (‘Bil l ’) Pickering

I met Wil l iam Pickering, or ‘Bi l l ’ as he preferred to be
cal led, only once, appropriately enough at a BASR
conference at Roehampton in 2002. He was
del ivering a paper on Durkheim. I had not done my
conference homework and so I had no idea that he
had been General Secretary of the British Centre of
Durkheimian Studies at Oxford since 1991 (which he
had establ ished with Phil ippe Besnard, the pioneer of
Durkheim studies in France). Nor had I any idea as to
his international standing in the field of Durkheimian
studies or cultural sociology more broadly.
The fact is that I missed the chance to debate theory
with a man right at the heart of the Durkheimian
canon. I did at least bring his work to the attention of
my students. With a particular interest in Durkheim’s
approach to rel igion, Pickering was central to bringing
new translations of Durkheim’s work on rel igion to an
Engl ish-speaking audience (e.g. Pickering 1994), as
wel l as to the interpretation of Durkheim’s theory of
rel igion (see Pickering 1984), among other points
stressing the importance of Durkheim’s reading of
Robertson Smith as wel l as the potential ly
transgressive qual ities of the Durkheimian sacred
(see also Pickering 1994). He also played a key role in
establ ishing the field of Durkheim studies (Pickering
and Martins 1994) setting up the journal
Durkheimian Studies (Études Durkheimiennes) as
wel l as publ ishing numerous books and articles.
Today, the field of Durkheimian studies
encompasses the cultural sociology of the l ikes of
Jeffrey Alexander and attends to the re-
interpretation of Durkheim’s own work but also those
of his students such as Robert Hertz and Maurice
Halbwachs. It is just as concerned with the radical
Durkheim that can be found in the work of Georges
Batail le and Roger Cail lois of the Col lège de
Sociologie, as the more conservative Durkheimian
tradition whose traces can be found in the work of
British anthropologists such as A. R. Radcl iffe-Brown
and Mary Douglas. These del iberations have been
formative to a range of more contemporary
scholarship by, among others, Gordon Lynch, Kim
Knott, Paul Connerton and David Graeber. W. S. F.
Pickering’s lasting intel lectual and personal
contribution to this rich field of scholarly production
is impressive and wil l be greatly missed.

1984. Durkheim’s Sociology of Rel igion: Themes and
Theories. London: Routledge.

1994. Locating the Sacred: Durkheim, Otto and
Some Contemporary Ideas. BASR Occasional Papers,
No. 12.

1994. Durkheim on Rel igion. trans. J. Redding.
Atlanta, GA: Scholars Press.

1994. (Ed. with Martins, H) Debating Durkheim.
London: Routledge.

Paul-François Tremlett
Senior Lecturer in Rel igious Studies and Director of
research Degrees (Arts)
Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences
The Open University



"The one place that
Gods unarguably exist is
in our minds where they
are real beyond refute, in
all their grandure and
monstrosity."

(Alan Moore and Eddie
Campbell, From Hell,
1999: 4:18.)


